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dear all,

we may have forgotten how to entertain, as Grace Sung writes in her conference notes, but we have 
certainly not forgotten how to debate. A weekend of lively debates has left us with no obvious solutions 
but a thought-provoking reappraisal of long-held assumptions and self-perceptions of our profession.

A keen kick-start provided for a provocative discussion right from the beginning, it probably took an 
entrepreneur from Silicon Valley to teach all of us a lesson: Be arrogant! Establish your authority!  
You could almost feel the tension rising, while Andrew Keen drove home point after point, followed by 
panels that exceeded our expectations in every respect, brought to life and up to standard by highly 
dedicated speakers and refreshingly committed participants.

Make a difference! Sonia Mikich reminded us of why we may have chosen this profession, why  
without rendering impartiality, objectivity worthless, any journalism devoid of all references to values, 
ethics or morales will ultimately fail – suspending all notion of right or wrong. Be judicious, and make 
your assumptions transparent.

And, last but not least – innovate! We must become the change we want to see, if we want to find 
economically sound and editorially viable models to master the challenges of today’s changing media, 
growing competition and vanishing trust. We remain grateful to the German Federal President,  
Horst Köhler, who was so kind as to have us organise this year’s conference under his patronage  
and on his grounds at Bonn.

Once again this event would not have been possible without the support provided by our sponsors. 
For their enduring and generous support we are much obliged to Allianz Group, Stiftung Mercator, 
Deutsche Post and Bayer. As ever the International Journalists’ Programmes are beholden to  
Sarah-Mai Dang and Timo Kladny for their invaluable assistance in making this gathering happen.

Florian Lottmann, IJP
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panel i 
a person liKe Me – VanishinG trust, credibility collapsinG? 

Has the media lost credibility in the eyes of its audience? If so, what can journalists do to regain the 
public’s trust? According to surveys by the Edelman Trust Barometer, in the West, the media is now  
one of the least trusted institutions, ranking lower than business in the credibility department.
 

Why is that? There are several likely reasons: 
Are journalists as objective as they should be? There is a perception that the media is too cosy with 
politicians, newsmakers and businesses about whom they report. Journalists are no longer seen as a 
person like me.

If the media’s role is to inform, educate and entertain, we seem to be failing to do so. We are not able  
to inform and educate because we are apparently not giving our audience what they want, in the  
way they want. We may even have forgotten how to entertain. There seems to be a disconnect between 
the media and the public. As a result of this, the public is increasingly going online to get news from 
alternative media or sources – even anonymous ones or blogs – that provide them with what they  
are looking for in a language they understand.

This is aggravated by the fact (though positive) that the Internet has created new avenues for obtaining 
information, particularly specialised information. If you were interested only in soccer, you could go  
to a soccer website/blog and get immediate news and commentary. Gone are the days when people 
had to buy newspapers or turn on the TV or radio to get the news. Traditional media have not yet  
successfully tackled the threat posed by the Internet. 
 

While the credibility of the Western media may be in a state of decline, in some parts of the world, the 
media still retains the trust of the public. The Edelman Trust Barometer finds that the level of trust in the 
media is very high in Asia. Africa is not covered by the survey, but the media there is often seen as a 
check on the government. 

In some countries in these regions, the Internet has robbed traditional media of readers and viewers. 
In others the Internet poses no threat to traditional media. This is particularly so in less developed 
countries where the Internet has become a tool for development and has opened up a world of oppor-
tunities. Where once they had no access to newspapers or TV, people now can get news online and 
exchange views with others from all over the world through the Internet.
 

What should we do to regain trust, as well as readership/viewership?
Go back to the basics: Give our audience what they want, how they want it; speak the language of 

„as the cast oF participants Was not too larGe, contacts durinG the breaKs 
Were easy to MaKe. in the panels, clear exaMples and positions lead to  
stronG discussions. i Mostly enJoyed andreW Keen’s Keynote. he put ForWard 
aspects oF internet use and users (or rather Misusers) i had neVer thouGht 
about beFore.“ iMKe MarKGraF
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our readers and viewers. Journalists should bring the story to the people, explain news in ways the 
public can easily absorb and understand. If we’re reporting about important but boring developments 
on pension reform, explain what it all means to our audience instead of simply quoting Mr. Politician 
and listing reforms 1, 2 and 3. This does not require a radical change in the way we work – this is what 
quality journalism is about.

Strip! Or at least, be transparent: Explain how the news are produced, what journalists do and how  
they work. By doing so, we can perhaps erase stereotypical views of who we are, as well as show that 
we are a person like me.
 

It’s not all gloom and doom. In moments of crises or major news developments, the public seems  
to still turn to quality and established media outlets. But more eyes than ever are now on journalists to 
ensure they are accurate and truthful. The public is more distrustful and more active in voicing its  
opinions and questioning what it once did not question. While it may be very uncomfortable for jour-
nalists, it’s a good thing: The public is more engaged, and yes, it means people are still reading /  
watching / listening to us!

Grace Sung, Singapore, The Straits Times
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„i Was deeply iMpressed by the speaKers and My counterparts and FelloW iJpers.  
i Was also huMbled to hear FroM FelloW Journalists Who are under saVaGe 
pressure FroM state and criMinal Forces in their countries. the testiMony oF 
our russian colleaGue in particular Was MoVinG and a reMinder that in the 
West We should Guard our FreedoMs Very dearly.“ henry Macdonald

panel ii
FlaWless deMocrats, MoMents oF Madness – publish and perish?

The first day of discussion, we took a close look at the issues of censorship in Russia. Oleg Panfilov 
asserted that the celebration of journalism in Russia is a celebration of propaganda and censorship.  
He said it is wrong-headed to criticize the lack of freedom of speech in Russia because the country 
never had it. Panfilov said that 17 years ago a law was put into effect that liberated journalists,  
but he claimed it is impossible to exercise free journalism in a society of repression. Panfilov asserted  
that the powers to be in Russia are interested in censorship and propaganda and are in part to blame  
for the failures of journalism there. But he also cast aspersions on journalists themselves for what  
he sees as their lack of interest in learning how journalists elsewhere operate. Panfilov believes there 
was a period during which journalists could have created a new tradition of quality in journalism  
but they failed to seize the opportunity. 

When asked whether she also thought that there were no journalistic standards, Sonia Mikich said that 
in her experience as a war correspondent in Russia, it seemed to her that journalism was mostly driven 
by financial questions. Television was financed directly out of ads, so when big businesses got into 
television, they would make clear their displeasure with how the president was being criticized. Mikich 
went on to describe what it was like to do war reporting in Chechnya during two wars there. She  
said during the first conflict, there was a fair amount of access to key areas and people. But she said 
during the second conflict, the Kremlin succeeded very well in keeping journalists out. No accreditation 
was possible, and some journalists were killed. This posed significant barriers, Mikich averred, because 
a war reporter can only gain credibility on the ground, not by reporting from a location 50 kilometers 
away, or by simply relying on a fixer and producer. Mikich underscored the importance of being able to 
go to the site of conflict, and name sources. She says today, war reporting anywhere suffers when  
reporters cannot penetrate this deeply and when they are pressured to move quickly into a place and 
file stories without grasping what is really going on. She lamented the push for reporters to produce 
sound bites; she believes journalists need to fight against the push for speedy reporting which stems 
from media outlets feeling pressed to fill airtime or space in a paper. 

Oleg Panfilov said in Russia, one of the big problems today is that journalistic training is very poor. He 
says the teachers all hail from the Soviet era. Moreover, Panfilov decried the lack of solidarity among 
journalists. He says after the killing of Russian journalist Anna Politkovskaya, there were protests  
among journalists in other countries, but not in Russia. Panfilov believes that Politkovskaya created a 
new standard for honesty and risk taking in Russian journalism but her peers did not follow her example; 
he believes no one dares to speak up. Panfilov said a government official recently complained to him 
that journalists need to show a greater love of country, but Panfilov does not believe that journalists can 
be patriots if they are not free, and not safe from the punishment that befell Politkovskaya. Sonia Mikich 



seconded some of these thoughts, recalling contract killings of journalists under President Boris Yeltsin. 
One of the conference participants, a Turkish woman, inquired about whether the media do enough 
to reach out to the public. She gave the example of how Turkish journalists rallied this year to protest 
the killing of an Armenian journalist and said that the protest showed the public a real stance. Mikich 
asserted that the murder of the Russian journalist was different because Anna Politkovskaya was not 
known in Russia until she was killed.

The discussion then turned to the following questions: who does support a free press in Russia?  
Who might demand it? Oleg Panfilov said foreign broadcasting companies and alternative news sources  
on the web provide it to some extent. But he lamented the statistics he put forward: that 25 out of  
140 million people in Russia have access to the Internet, and most use it for email or to look at porno-
graphy. He believes only about 3-5 percent of the population is seeking alternative media. A journalist 
from Israel asked if foreign journalists might have an easier time reporting in such locations because  
they would have greater liberties, and whether having non-governmental organisations run papers 
might also help. Sonia Mikich said none of that is likely, in her experience, because reporters still have 
to get access to officials for information, and foreign reporters or NGOs don’t have an easier time.  
Oleg Panfilov asserted that foreign journalists are even more under threat than native ones are. Both 
Panfilov and Mikich expressed pessimism that any of this bleak situation will change with the next 
presidential election in Russia. 

The conversation took a big turn when the group reconvened the next day. Mikich and Panfilov  
were absent, and two younger Russian journalists, Maria Rybakova and Dmitry Toropov, told a much  
different story of Russian journalism. They said that they are not so pessimistic about the future of 
journalism and think that journalists have bright possibilities. Rybakova said that nobody tells her what 
to write or how to write it. The group inquired about the murder of Anna Politkovskaya. Rybakova  
said Politkovskaya’s murder seemed to be some kind of provocation – a show for the West, but that it  
was likely not committed by the government. She suggested that some group perhaps wanted to 
garner attention through such an act. Rybakova also said that Politikovskaya spent a lot of time abroad 
and held a U.S. passport, which many people didn’t know. She was much better known abroad than in 
Russia itself. But Rybakova said she was herself familiar with Anna Politkovskaya’s work and appreciated 
its honesty and risk taking. Dmitry Toropov said he thinks that Russians are actually very interested  
in politics and critical reports and that there is an appetite for such journalism. The session concluded  
with some interesting tensions having been opened. Dmitry Toropov and Maria Rybakova said they  
believed that they have a much different outlook on reporting in Russia than did Oleg Panfilov and Sonia 
Mikich due to generational differences. But overall, the discussions frequently enforced the need  
for a spirit of confrontation and risk taking among journalists. All sides seemed to agree with this point.

Annie Baxter, USA, Minnesota Public Radio
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panel iii
FailinG neWspapers – For Free, For Good?

It is clear that there will be more free papers in future; what are the consequences for journalism? 
The comments made by a representative of one of the big German publishing houses were very inter 
esting. We learned that the German newspapers form a sort of cartel to avoid newcomers succeed  
in publishing free newspapers. Though cartels were not mentioned explicitly, there was rather reveal-
ing talk of a strategic alliance. 

Several initiatives for free papers in Germany had failed because the settled newspapers came up 
with free newspapers as well. Newcomers had no chance. Now the established press is even better 
prepared than ever to react, because they have concepts of free dailies in their drawers. Most of  
the non-German journalists were astonished to learn of the existence of such an alliance and we asked 
ourselves whether Neelie Kroes, the European Commissioner in charge of competition policy, was 
actually aware of this. The subtle sense of irony having the German Cartel Office next door to the Villa 
Hammerschmidt was not lost on the participants. 

What is the consequence from this typical German situation (as this country is the only one in Europe 
without free papers; all over the world 51 free dailies are published)? According to Piet Bakker, a Dutch 
free paper-expert, it is because of the German newspaper bosses that young Germans do not read 
newspapers. Everywhere in Europe young people are the main readers of free newspapers. This gener-
ation, broad up with free news at the Internet is not willing to pay for news. That’s why the number of 
paid dailies is diminishing from year to year. Among paid dailies there is panic. They are giving away  
ten percent of their papers for nothing, i.e. for free. The essential point for journalists is not the econo-
mic part of the theme of free dailies but the editorial question about the quality of journalism. 

Piet Bakker had told us about the latest developments all over the world. Jon Kaldal, editor-in-chief of 
Frettabladid from Reykjavik, shared with us his experience with his free daily newspaper. From his point 
of view the quality of journalism is not worsening. Most journalists of free papers are well trained, but 
young. They only work for a few years with the free daily. The quality of the papers is not bad; they 
gave less news about more subjects than paid for papers. The question is: Is that enough to survive, to 
let survive written journalism? Is good journalism possible in a society where a growing amount of news 
is available for free?

We asked ourselves: What can journalists do? 
Maybe quality is the solution. Focussing on quality pays off for a magazine as The Economist and a daily 
like the Financial Times. According to John Lloyd from the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism 
at Oxford University distribution is the biggest problem for these kind of publications: Both publications 

„thanKs to brilliant piet baKKer We noW KnoW eVerythinG about Free papers.“
carla Joosten



originate from Britain but most of the copies are sold abroad. The journalists in the group did not have 
the solution for future journalism in a new landscape. But the key word will probably be innovation. 
For example, the German newspaper Die Welt publishes Kompakt for younger readers (Zeitung der 
neuen Generation). There is no other option but focussing on quality. The free paper market is a reality. 
Worrying about it is time wasted. 

Carla Joosten, Netherlands, Elsevier Publishing
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panel iV
Green JournalisM, Good Journalists – on the caMpaiGn trail? 

The term green journalism
This was not considered useful by the group generally, since it was not clear what it referred to and it 
was not a term familiar to most. Some said it confused reporting on environmental issues with those 
who produced campaigning reports on environmental issues.Others said green journalism sounded 
like green party journalism which was confusing.

At least two members of the group said that they had been labelled environmentally campaigning jour-
nalists simply for reporting factually on an issue. And, that when one group member had presented  
a factual piece (writing how some people in a small village had experienced climate change in a negative 
way), he had immediate correspondence from some climate change sceptics arguing against the piece. 

To describe news and feature reporting on environmental issues, the term environmental journalism 
was preferred – with one group member making the point that this should not just be reporting on 
science, but also on associated economic and political issues related to the environment. 

However, a term describing news and feature journalism that was actually campaigning journalism, was 
still needed. In the debate the previous day, Tessa had offered a definition: green journalism (or the 
greening of journalism) could be considered as campaigning journalism on green/environmental issues 
masquerading as objective news reporting. Marcel had said (in the debate) that there was not enough 
journalistic investigation and scrutiny of environmental stories to see if they were true or not. 

What counts as good news reporting? 
It was agreed that unlike campaigning journalism, news journalism should be unbiased, questioning  
the truth and checking all sides. It was noted that the British media in particular covered environmental  
news, where reporters sometimes evangelised. In Germany, some participants said they had not  
noticed such bias. It was noted that the quantity of environmental stories had increased but this may 
also reflect the increasing prominence of environmental issues in politics, and it was seen as different  
to biased news reporting.

Most of the group said that environmental sceptic experts were a minority in news reporting but this 
may reflect the fact that they represent only a minority in science. One group member said that the is-
sues surrounding the environment were complicated and that this needed to be reflected in coverage,  
i.e. that minority and majority viewpoints needed to be heard, although not by raising minority views  
to the level of majority views. 

„FroM My point oF VieW the biGGest strenGth Was that We had the chance  
to exchanGe VieWs, ideas and thouGhts With people FroM diFFerent continents. 
this MaKes thinKinG ’out oF the box‘ not only possible but also interestinG!  
it Was Very Well orGanized!“ andrea rübenacKer
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However, as was noted in the debate, there are different levels of sceptics – broadly, a) those disputing 
the science that the earth is warming up, b) those disputing the science regarding the effect of the 
earth warming up and c) those disputing the political conclusions by governments on what to do about 
a) and/or b). This suggests that ‘sceptics’ shouldn’t be treated as a minority at all times, since in b)  
and c), they are not. It was noted, for instance, that in British opinion polls, most people did not agree 
with their government’s framing of the concerns around climate change. 

In the debate it was noted that unlike climate change activists who said that the debate on climate 
change is finished since the evidence is clear, science has a different approach to debate. In science 
the idea is that results are always open to refutation, i.e. the debates are never fully closed off and  
over with. 

One group member said that there was a class bias in the reporting of environmental issues in  
West Africa – meaning that more could be written about the negative impact of climate change on 
poor people. 

Some group members agreed with Marcel Croc who said (during the debate) that to improve environ-
mental journalism, journalists needed more time to check the facts and consult expert journalists on the 
subject, and develop reliable sources. It was suggested that the IJP fund the training of environmental 
journalists.

One German journalist said that the pressure of deadlines meant that a typical news story comprised of: 
facts and for-and-against opinions from experts, (often the Green Party). This raised the issue that  
such news formats led to a decline in journalists investigating the facts and a rise in experts speculating 
about them, i.e. less facts compared to opinion. It was suggested that perhaps news journalists could 
focus more on the facts (i.e. the who, what, where, when of the story) and their investigation, and 
leave opinions to another area of journalism. Others said, that at least they felt that environmental news 
stories should be handled with care to avoid crossing the line into campaigning journalism. One group 
member said their editor would have a problem if they cut out the for and against expert opinions  
part of the news story. Another said that editors had little knowledge of the subject – with one telling  
a journalist that the weather was hot outside which suggested global warming was true!

What is the role of the reporter’s opinion in journalism? 
Several group members said journalists should never appear to have a strong ideology in any area of 
journalism because it would be hard for audiences to trust their news reporting if they did. However 
the point was also made that readers can make distinctions between a journalist’s opinion on a blog and 
their news reporting. One journalist said that although he had a blog he didn’t use it to offer his per-
sonal political beliefs but simply to articulate the problems in reporting on an issue. Another said that 
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journalists should never comment but at the same time, it was naïve to think journalists don’t have their 
own opinions. A German group member said that many journalists are Green Party members but that it  
is not widely known. Another journalist said that on talk shows she just gives anecdotes from stories 
she’s covered, rather than offering an expert view on the issue. Another news journalist said they were 
the ghost writers for commentaries but the reader didn’t know it was them offering opinions.

A distinction was drawn between journalists offering opinions and those who actively campaigned  
and were members of political parties. One journalist said journalists should resign from political parties; 
another said that it was a democratic right to be a member of a political party, that audiences could 
distinguish between a reporter’s news work and their political work, and that there was a long tradition 
of journalists being political in the form of campaigning journalism. 

Conclusions
It was agreed that there was a problem with news reporting on environmental issues becoming more 
campaign-like. Examples were cited from Britain, USA, Holland and Israel, although some participants 
tended to see this news values shift more as a British problem. Quite a few participants thought the 
term green journalism to describe this news values shift was confusing. 

Participants agreed that news reporting must concentrate on the facts and investigate them. There 
were different suggestions as to how the opinions of experts should be included, if at all. 

Participants had differing views on the role of a reporter’s opinions in news reporting and journalism. 
Although nobody said that these should be included in news reports, there were opposing views  
as to whether a) a news reporter should ever declare their views even in a commentary, and b) should 
be allowed to be a member of a political party and/or practise campaigning journalism. 

There was agreement that something needed to be done to hold the line in news reporting, as distinct 
from other kinds of journalism.

Tessa Mayes, UK, journalist and author



conclusions

The discussions in Bonn – to judge from the reports of the plenaries and seminars – revolved round  
a series of problems for journalists, some old, some new. We should note one, important, matter at the 
outset: these are often not problems for the public: on the contrary.

But the oldest problem discussed was that of suppression of free speech and honest news. Oldest, 
because it existed before journalism began four centuries ago, and has been its faithful companion ever  
since. It is now a limited – in some cases non- existent – problem in Europe, India, North America, Japan,  
Australasia, many states in South America, and other parts of the world. It remains a large problem in 
Russia, in Central Asia, in many Sub-Saharan African states, most Middle Eastern states and in China. 

In these states, journalism takes courage and exacts sacrifices – sometimes of life itself, as the famous 
(outside of Russia) case of Anna Politkovskaya: a murder which should also focus attention on the  
slaying of other journalists, in Russia and elsewhere. In these states, too, journalism often does what 
journalism had done in settled democratic states in the past – it challenges power, seeks out truth  
in difficult and hazardous circumstances and – sometimes, as Chinese participants to the seminar testi-
fied – manages to get changes made in the official position, opening out the field of what can legiti- 
mately be known and published. We who do journalism in states where it is easy to do have a duty to 
remember those who keep the ideals of our profession bright in practice.

Another problem is less old, but familiar: it dates back to debates in the early part of last century, on the 
nature of reporting and, later, on the duties of public service journalism. The debates then and now  
were how far reporters should give their own opinion: how far they should campaign; what their duty 
is to an audience whom they claim to inform. In one sense, this debate is easily settled in a free society: 
journalism can and should be as opinionated as it wishes – though it has a strongly implied duty to 
make clear what its bias is. That journalism which claims to be balanced, neutral and objective – as is  
usually the case with broadcasters with a public service remit – has to live up to its claims, a more 
difficult task. 

The central problem here – it is one which afflicts most public service broadcasters – is: how far should 
such a broadcaster campaign on issues on which there seems to be a strong consensus for change? 
The classic present case is the environment: where scientific opinion seems so strongly of the view that 
global warming is caused by human activity, should not a responsible public service channel or news 
programme call for change? Such a dilemma faced the BBC recently: it has solved it by drawing back 
from campaigning, and seeking to reflect and report.
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Two other problems are new. One is that of making people interested in serious journalism (like journalism on 
the environment) – when the modern media do entertainment so well, with such choice, for 24 hours. Serious 
journalism has always claimed that its task is to help create good citizens by giving them the information on 
their country, their rulers, the corporations and institutions of power and global affairs that they need in order 
to make judgements as voters. Yet the awkward fact is that the very large numbers of citizens, who read 
newspapers, watched TV news and current affairs programmes and thus seemed to accept the thesis that they 
required a constant, even daily, dose of citizens’ education, are falling quite fast, in the developed countries: 
especially in the younger generation. We journalists don’t know what to do about that: we can, as Grace Sung 
says in her report, try harder to be more accurate and more user friendly, to explain more clearly and at the 
same time be more popular. But we should also note we have tried and are trying that. Indeed, the English 
language newspapers which are having most success at the moment are those which many people consider 
difficult – the Financial Times and The Economist, both of which have constructed worldwide niche audiences, 
which are growing (at least for now).

This is our problem: and though it may be the citizens’ as well, most don’t feel it to be so. Our task, if we  
believe our advertisements for ourselves, is to discover how and in what form to preserve serious journalism. 
Before that, we also have to discover how far the citizens are taking in serious journalism in new ways.

Which brings us to the last problem – also one for us, not the public. That is, as we discussed in Bonn, the 
uncomfortable fact that more and more people regard news as free at the point of use – like public spaces in 
cities. Most people in developed countries pay for their TV use by taxes, or a licence fee, to fund the state/ 
public broadcasters – but that is usually a one-off annual cost, not visible day to day. That cost which was so 
visible – buying a newspaper – is now rising, and many are thus dropping the newspaper habit. Newspapers  
are also being undercut – by free newspapers. There was a fascinating discussion in one of the seminars on 
how Germany had managed to keep free newspapers out (by aggressive competition to drive the newcomers 
out of business): but other states have not been so (un?) fortunate. In some – as Sweden, Denmark, and 
France and in many cities as London and Madrid, and in US cities – free newspapers are driving down the sale 
of the city papers (see the fast-falling London Evening Standard, once a secure evening monopoly). 

Further, the Internet carries, mostly free, the contents of most newspapers, websites of broadcasters, millions 
of sites with general or specialised news and hundreds of millions of opinion columns in the shape of blogs. 

This is clearly good for consumers, at least in the short term. It is clearly deeply worrying fore the present  
carriers of journalism. The conclusion here is the same: the burden is on us, journalists, to discover ways of 
working in a universe where news and opinion are substantially free: which means not just finding new  
ways of doing journalism, but also finding new ways of paying for it.

John Lloyd, Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism at Oxford Universiy 
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